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Nobu 

"Japanese Fare"

Situated at the highest floor of the Krokun shopping mall, Nobu belongs to

the restaurant franchise of the same name. This restaurant entices your

taste buds with authentic Japanese flavors and offers salads, soups, sushi

rolls and rice. Besides, the meal can be accompanied with flavorsome

green tea or you can choose from the other refreshing beverages from

their menu. The restaurant is very inviting with its elegant decor and cozy

furnishings, while its warm hospitality ensures a pleasant experience

while you dine here.

 +7 495 645 3191  www.noburestaurants.co

m/moscow/home/#.VbiRW

kalxHw

 contact@noburestaurants.r

u

 ulica Bolshaya Dmitrovka 20,

Krokus, Moscow

 by marinabridger   

Turandot 

"Fine Dining"

Turandot named after the legend of 'The Icy Princess', is a restaurant

which is quite a legend in its own way. Modeled after a Baroque palace, it

took six and a half years and about $50 million to complete. This place

naturally intrigues most and glitterati and some named personalities are

amongst the famed clientele. The restaurant claims that their desire is to

astonish and thats exactly what the interiors do. Spring Rolls with Smoked

Duck and Peanuts is a must try. The wine list is not only extensive, but

also impressive.

 +7 495 739 0011  www.turandot-palace.ru  welcome@turandot-

palace.ru

 Tverskoy Boulevard 26,

Moscow

 by Allert Aalders 

Club B2 

"One of the Best"

Popularly known as one of the best rock clubs in Moscow, B2 has come a

long way from being just a club to becoming a complete entertainment

center. The entire building comprises of a restaurant, a sushi bar as well

as a concert hall. With 5 floors of entertainment and leisure spaces, Club

B2 certainly has it all.

 +7 495 650 9918  vh270.timeweb.ru/parking

/?ref=www.b2club.ru

 info@b2club.ru  Bolshaya Sadovaya Street 8,

Moscow
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